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The measure of greatness in a scientific idea is the extent to which it stimulates thought and opens up new lines of research.

—Paul A.M. Dirac

Translational epidemiology is the study of risk factors and diseases in large populations, harnessing the power of modern phenotyping, including large-scale omics approaches. In this review, we comment on the power and limitations of modern molecular translational epidemiology and suggest collaborative team science as a specific avenue to secure its existence in the next era of genomic research.

In the past 15 years, the emergence of faster, cheaper high-throughput methods to quantify circulating biomolecules and genetic signatures has transformed the landscape of cardiovascular investigation. At the heart of this, Big Data revolution resides the longitudinal cohort study, a collection of individuals exquisitely phenotyped across various axes of cardiovascular health and prospectively followed for prognosis and disease development. Since the 1960s, cohort-based epidemiology has provided landmarks in cardiovascular medicine (eg, smoking as a risk factor for coronary heart disease). More recently, a marriage between human cardiovascular epidemiology and high-throughput omics research has birthed translational epidemiology, based on the premise that the comprehensive integration of genetic, epigenetic, transcriptional, proteomic, and metabolic signatures with phenotypes informs disease and uncovers risk and prognostic factors, personalizing cardiovascular care. Because the initiative to grow prospective cohort studies from the thousands (Framingham, Jackson Heart Study, and Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis) to the hundreds of thousands (eg, UK Biobank and Million Veterans Project) expands, it is imperative to define the benefits and limitations of translational epidemiology to best use the ongoing and newer cohort studies to the benefit of our patients.

There have been limitations cited in translational epidemiology, including replication, a large array of variants without functional confirmation, inability to link genetic variants with causal genes (or RNAs), type I error with multiplicity of modeling, and small effect sizes as primary limitations in translating the genetic epidemiology to clinical risk prediction. Although an advent in approach (Mendelian randomization within cohort studies and functional pathway analysis) begins to ascribe mechanism to genetic variants, collaborative interactions with biologists to understand function (via gene editing, pluripotent stem cell, or in vitro disease models) and bioinformatics expertise (via systems biology integration of genetic and epigenetic markers) will be essential to realize the power of large cohort translational epidemiology in the next phase of cohort-based genomic research.

Translational Epidemiology and Functional Biomolecules: Metabolites, Proteins, and RNA
Apart from genetic associations, innovations in mass spectrometry and sequencing approaches have directed translational...
epidemiology toward variation in the circulating metabolome, transcriptome, and most recently the proteome in search for functional biomarkers and novel mechanisms of cardiovascular disease. Seminal investigations in large US-and European-based cohorts have established circulating branched-chain amino acids as markers of cardiometabolic disease independent of obesity, in line with mechanistic observations in smaller human and animal studies of their role in insulin resistance in muscle tissue. In comparison, the prognostic importance of the plasma proteome has been reported in 2 major cohort studies so far, with preliminary data suggesting modest improvement in diagnostic sensitivity beyond traditional risk factors. In final, there is a growing interest in the role of the blood-based transcriptome in human disease. The importance of both protein- and nonprotein-coding genes in bridging genetics and cardiovascular risk is only beginning to be described. In addition, the broad expression and relative stability of small circulating RNAs, including but not exclusive to microRNAs, suggests that these regulatory transcripts may have far-reaching importance in disease progression.

Each of these fields is too young to make conclusions as to its use to generate novel therapies or biomarkers of cardiovascular disease. Further validation and replication efforts across cohorts, specifically focusing on age, race, sex, and underlying disease burden, will be necessary to realize their full potential against known cardiovascular disease biomarkers. However, integrative translational epidemiological approaches to biomarker and pathway identification—uniting genetic, metabolic, and protein-based information—are central to fully harnessing the power of cohort-based investigation in understanding disease.

**Barriers and Solutions**

Certain barriers are inherent to translational epidemiology. First, does testing thousands of complex genetic, epigenetic, and metabolic markers of a disease state with defined phenotypes lead us to precision medicine or open us to false discovery? Collaborative efforts among bioinformatics expertise, statisticians, biologists, and epidemiologists in the field of systems biology have introduced methods for variable reduction, classification, and type I error control to begin to address some of these concerns. For example, the use of networks to define sets of interacting genes and proteins that can stratify patient outcomes, can serve as predictive biomarkers, and assist in interpretation of causative variants. Second, are any of these associations between circulating biomolecules or genetic variants functionally relevant in cardiovascular disease? Prioritizing candidates based on association between the different aspects of molecular physiology (eg, metabolite with genomic data) and on in vitro and in vivo models of disease will be critical in this regard. Third, what are the normative values of the biochemical profiles we are assaying (circadian variation, association with dietary pattern, sex, age, and race)? In certain, this has been a focus of investigation in several national consortia and will continue to be a deserving line of investigation. Fourth, are blood-based profiles enough? Is tissue of origin (or plasma compartment, eg, circulating exosomes) for each of these biomolecules relevant? Recent investigations have implicated circulating exosomes as containing a rich source of biomolecules mediating interaction between tissue types across the human organism, suggesting that tissue of origin and plasma compartment may be relevant to mechanism.

Our opinion is that an ideal study design harnesses the power of phenotyping within the large prospective cohorts to validate biomarkers uncovered during detailed investigations of well-defined phenotypes in smaller studies. These efforts should optimally be done in concert and linked at the point of funding. This approach begins in the strength of in-depth molecular characterization of a specific process (eg, acute heart failure, myocardial infarction, or sudden death) in a small cohort, followed by mechanistic biology to identify functionally important variants and ends in the use of detailed, quantitative coronary and vascular phenotypes and clinical end points in large prospective cohort studies. Furthermore, at a time when the significant limitations of mechanistic studies in model organisms are becoming apparent, it is important to acknowledge the fundamental and unique strengths of epidemiological cohorts: (1) diversity (eg, sex, race, and geographic based), (2) wealth of antecedent phenotypes (in some studies, >30 years of data on anthropometric, risk factor, and biochemical determinants of disease), (3) prospective event adjudication, and (4) surrogate, prognostic imaging end points (eg, coronary artery calcification and left ventricular mass). These features represent a unique investment over decades by participants, study coordinators, and governmental and foundation support and are not easily reproduced by prospective studies in similar numbers with similar follow-up without significant expenditure of time and cost.

Nevertheless, because the push to fund cohort studies via traditional granting mechanisms increases, it will be important to take a close look at what questions are important and whether we can fashion a chimeric data- and hypothesis-driven approach to translational epidemiology. In this context, several newer approaches that take advantage of longitudinal data and complex integrative phenotypes are garnering interest in the epidemiological community. Examining molecular predictors of lifetime risk exposures (eg, latent-class trajectory modeling) is a relevant avenue of investigation, specifically addressing how genetic and epigenetic markers can inform the evolution of cardiovascular risk, beginning in young adulthood. Applying systems biology approaches to phenotype data (eg, phenomapping) and patient similarity, networks are emerging areas of interest. In final, as US-based cohorts begin to age, investigations of relevant aging phenotypes with translation to animal models and small sample physiological studies may become an optimal use of the cohort study. These approaches will focus funding for translational epidemiology to questions of high impact for worldwide public health.

Ultimately, commitment from funding stakeholders and the scientific community by way of collaborative, multidisciplinary scientific teams will be the arbiter of survival or demise of the cohort study, and with it, translational epidemiology. This involves not only leveraging multidimensional data across different cohorts in a team science collaborative approach (eg, genomic, metabolomic, and epigenetic data) but more generally the wholehearted adoption of policies for data reuse and resource sharing. With the advent of newer biomarkers, newer high-throughput platforms, and bioinformatics to integrate the
available data for study in clinical trials and model systems, the time is now to capitalize on decades of hard, collaborative work in cohort-based investigation. We need to transform the investigative paradigm in translational epidemiology to include closer collaboration among basic, translational, and clinical investigators to determine function and significance of the many associations we observe. Only then, as Professor Dirac suggests, translational epidemiology will achieve greatness in stimulating the next generation of thought in cardiovascular research.
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